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I. PRISON RE-ENTRY
 Prisons: BEEHIVES and part of our societies.
 SOMETIMES EVEN integral part of the local community.

 Re-entry :
 HIGH RISKS of reoffending.
 personal factors
 contextual factors
 prison related factors / DETENTION DAMAGE
 ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS
 UNREST
 ECONOMICAL
 costs and loss of production
 community alternatives

PERCEPTIONS
 Policy-focused research
 programmatic and quantitative perspective.
 focus on individual risks and needs
 governments responsible for safety issues
 what about community interactions?
 community challenge handled as a government challenge

 medical approach mixed with solution-focused approach

 Client focused research
 insider perspective
 exchanges and processes that lead to desistance or persistence of
crime after re-entry.
 life stories: narrative criminology.

II. DESISTING AND PERSISTING
 Process
 Factors
 Role of probation

PROCESS: DESISTING ‘VS’ PERSISTING?
 It is not a crime-free gap in time (primary desistance,
or behavioral change), but the movement from the
behavior of non-offending to the assumption of
a role or identity of a non-offender or crime-free
person (secondary desistance, or second-order change).
 It is a complex process involving not only the
offender, but also the (interactions with) judicial
institutions, the social context and material /
social-economical conditions.
 Shadd Maruna 1998

DESISTANCE FACTORS

Based on McNeill 2007

HUMAN CAPITAL & MATURATION

 TRAINER

SOCIAL CAPITAL &
LIFE TRANSITIONS

 ADVOCATE /
MEDIATOR

NARRATIVE IDENTITY
& MOTIVATIONS
 LIFE COACH

III. NARRATIVE CRIMINOLOGY
 Life stories
 Implications for probation practice

LIFE STORIES
 Underexposed
 objectivity: telling the truth?
 Maruna 2001: making good
 Laub & Samson 2003: life transitions

 Strength
 how people give meaning / closer to life

 Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008:210
 Sools, 2010
 van Gemert & van Swaaningen, 2012

ROZ
 Roz is a 32 year old woman. She lives with a partner –
who is abusive - and their 7 year old daughter.
 She has been working as a maid in a hotel, but was
discovered to have stolen from some of the guests and
was immediately dismissed.
 She is being prosecuted and the prosecutor’s office has
indicated that this is a serious abuse of trust and they will
push for a severe sentence to punish her and to deter
others.

ROZ
 My name is Roz. I am 32 years old. I live together with my husband
and our daughter. She is 7, and very beautiful.
 I never had trouble with the law before. I know that stealing is
wrong. I deserve to be punished, I can understand that. But I saw
no other way, because my husband is not supporting me
financially. I need to pay the rent and other bills, and I want to
provide for my daughter, you see?
 When I stole these things I thought ‘these tourists are rich people,
they must have insurance’.
 I grew up very poor. My father abused me as a child. I promised
myself never to look back so I can be a good mother for my
daughter. That is my goal in life.
 Now I feel ashamed, and afraid. [Cries] Am I going to prison?
Maybe child protection will take my daughter away? She will not
be safe then.

LIFE STORIES
 “A culturally guided interpretation of the narrator’s life”
(Nijhof in Bohlmeier et al. 2007: 146).

 Bi-directional
 Interaction – expression - presentation – positioning
 Significant others
 Themes
 Storylines

 Symbolic interactionism: we act in the world giving meaning
 Life story: giving meaning (social act) to giving meaning (life
events)
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STORY ANALYSIS:
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
Themes /
events

Structuralists / humanistic (’50  )
Constructivists / postmodern (‘70)
McAdams: “The Redemptive Self”

People

Story
Culture

Construction

VERTICAL ANALYSIS:

(RE)PRESENTATION UNDER CONSTRUCTION

…. all of the active sample members will almost surely go
straight themselves in the near future. They are simply
taking longer to do so. (Maruna, 1998, p. 49)
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LIFE STORIES AND SOLUTION

FOCUSED WORK
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IV. THE RESEARCH
 Brabant region

 Questions and method
 Results by theme
 Discussion / recommendations

THE BRABANT REGION
 Los Angeles 5552 miles

Netherlands
Amsterdam *

Belgium
140 miles

190 miles

QUESTIONS
 Aim: to better understand the process of desistance and
persistence by getting an insiders view
 Policy / program recommendations

 What insights can we derive from the trajectories of exoffenders about factors that contribute to life after
imprisonment with or without crime, and which
recommendations for prevention and re-entry policy can
we extract from these?

METHOD
 Last phase of detention:
 Demographic questionnaire
 Life Story interview McAdams before release
 Focus on own story + imprisonment, life after prison,
the role of crime
 Working with chapters

 Interview 6 months after re-entry + family
members
 Explorative, small scale, intensive, time
consuming

HORIZONTAL / THEMATIC SEARCH: LIFE EVENTS
 Relationships

 Work & Income

 1. Domestic violence

 Health & Addiction

 2. Family substance abuse

 Personal development

 3. Criminal family members
 4. ‘Wrong' contacts
 5. Leaving of loved ones
 6. Loss of loved ones

 Accommodation
 Education
 Criminal justice

 7. Family feuds

 1. Sanctions / detention

 9. Love relationships

 2. Risk of being caught

 10. Children

 3. Victim Confrontation

 11. Family support

 4. Probation
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VERTICAL ANALYSIS / CONSTRUCTION SEARCH
 Accountability: openness / moral `/ restorative
perspective around negative events
 Agency: strength / autonomy perspective
 Generativity: future social / inheritance perspective
 Narrative strategy: course / systemic perspective
 Contamination sequence
 Redemption sequence
 Based on McAdams, Maruna

HORIZONTAL + VERTICAL:
STORYLINES WITHIN THEMES
Accountability Agency

Generativity Narrative
strategy

Relationships
Work & Income
Health &
addiction

Personal
development
Accommodation
Criminal justice

 causes /
blame for
adversity

 responsibility,
action

•

perceived  concern
and
control
commitment for
others

 consistency
 coherence
 contamination or
redemption

Accountability:
-

causes/blame
for adversity
responsibility,
action

Agency:
-

perceived
control

Generativity:
-

concern and
commitment for
others

Narrative
strategy:
-

coherence
contamination
or redemption

TWO TYPES OF STORIES
 8 DESISTING AND 5 PERSISTING STORIES (4 lost):
 Strong desire not to reoffend
 Assertive action
 Reoffending before second interview

 SNAPSHOT:
 Insiders view
 Not completely different:
 … informants in the two groups conformed or at far more
than they differed
 … all of the active sample members will almost surely go
straight themselves in the near future. They are simply taking
longer to do so. (Maruna 1998, p. 49)

PERSISTING STORIES
Offender

Key theme

Roger

An asylum seeker who was eventually expelled

Remco

(Could not formulate a key theme)

Kees

Pain and sorrow, nothing achieved

Michael

Trapped in a circle

Chantal

Motivated, but too many obstacles made me selfdestructive
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DESISTING STORIES
Offender

Key theme

FARHID

A negative youth harmed my personality

HARRY

Abused by my father

ABDEL

Life is a struggle. Life worked against me

KEVIN

Everything is possible, everything is allowed

WIM

Have fun. I don’t need you to tell me what to do

NICK

Capricious living situation

CORNÉ

Chill, stay relaxed. Not too much stress

AHMED

Survival, nobody will give you anything.
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RELATIONSHIPS
 Major problems in both groups, no exceptions
 Childhood: physical and psychological abuse, repeated abandonment.
 Persisters: continuation & greater impact on criminal behavior.

 Accountabillty
 Hardly any responsibility, no regrets, justification

 Generativity and Agency
 Desisters: stronger commitment to relationships and resolving issues
 Persisters: support comes & goes, no real influence from others

 Narrative strategy
 Desisters: more coherent with supporting roles in many chapters
 Persisters: erratic, unrelated storylines and persons
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RELATIONSHIPS: FAMILY FINDINGS
 Desisters:
 explicit expectations
 stick to goals and responsibilities accountability
 full family member

 Persisters:






hope given up / limited expectations
resolving issues difficult / impossible
not full family members
outside-family attempts stumble
not knowing how to quit
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WORK & INCOME
 All stories: unemployment and financial deficits never have
positive effects and are directly related to criminal history
(contamination).
 Desisters + family + profess. help:
 successfully getting and keeping jobs (agency).

 Persisters:
 lost hope, negative about professional help
 'emergency' aid

 Emerging: bonding / social capital and a focus on solution /
closure
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HEALTH & ADDICTION
 Frequent drug use, directly or indirectly associated with
crime.
 Desisters:
 drugs for entertainment (agency)
 family expects change

 Persisters:
 drugs as coping
 less connection, less focus
 agency` / difficult to change
 family loses hope
 mental health problems and crime only reported with addiction
problems and severe childhood problems

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
 Desisting stories:
 maturation of mood and emotion management
 in conjunction with talking about offences

 important example of accountability
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 bonding & focus  success
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 family support stops
 complaints about professional support
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EDUCATION
 Small stimulating and preventing effects on crime
reported in both types of stories (agency).
 Already marginal social position at school, not repaired

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
 Risk of being caught has deterrent effect for some
desisters
 (agency paradox, primary desistance, stepping stone).

 Detention: cumbersome and heavy for desisters and
persisters.
 Only desisters (+ family) also mention positive effects of
imprisonment (redemption sequences)
 Family: no (correct) information
 Persisters: prison as school of crime (negative agency)
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FOCUS ON PROBATION
 unclear role in stories (not part of a coherent whole)
 not a dominant factor for desistance
 function unclear
 strict and impersonal
 no family contact

 emerging: probation needs to clarify itself more clearly as
much more than a controlling service

DIVERGING LIFE STORIES
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STORYLINES TOWARDS DESISTANCE
persisting
desisting
“painful but growing connectedness and power for focused closure”
ACCOUNTABILITY
Justification
Confession
Justification
+ solution focus
(maturation)
+ freedom of total loss
AGENCY
Powerlessness
+ lost hope

Future orientation +
Recognition & (prof.) support

Empowered

Mutual attachment,
focus and closure

Care for (future)
others

Contamination
+ Redemption

Contamination
+ Redemption

GENERATIVITY
Open wounds + scattered /
limitless behavior
NARRATIVE STRATEGY
Contamination
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SLOW DOWN

RECOMMENDATIONS
 Early prevention
 Criminal justice / supervision

 Families

EARLY PREVENTION
 Strengthen law diversion / promote citizenship
 Make strong efforts to keep juveniles out of justice

 Prevent marginalization of young offenders in school
 Align juvenile probation with combating domestic
violence

PROBATION
(+ OTHER PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT)
 Consistently ask about domestic violence
 Support offenders to break contact with negative / anti-social
friends and acquaintances
 Support both starting offenders and persisters with
 restoring their life story into a coherent whole
 focus on (resolution of) problems within the context they arose

 Caution with a hasty solution focused approach / rushing to the
future
 Future? Persisters are confused about the past & present
 Desisters: domestic violence, and substance abuse in the family of
origin.

FAMILY
 Involve family members much more
 during detention
 foremost in preparation of the re-entry process

 after re-entry

 At least, give information
 At best, make relapse prevention plans together

INTERACTIVE PART
 We all once took a successful decision to change
 Reflect for a minute and choose one ‘chapter’

 Interview each other for 5-10 minutes
 Chapter title or key message. Why?
 How was this change related to your
 SKILLS and/or your MATURITY ?
 certain PEOPLE, OPPORTUNITIES and/or CONTEXTS ?
 MOTIVATION ?
 IDENTITY: A ‘NEW ME’ ?

VI. DISCUSSION / QUESTIONS

 CONTACT:
 bo.vogelvang@avans.nl
 +31 (0) 624 92 6000

